Signs of New Life
EASTER

CHOCOLATE

EGG

Supporting relaxed hand (palm
down); working index draws crossshape on back of supporting hand.

Working "R" hand (palm in,
pointing up) makes inward circle
on chin.

Supporting full "C" hand (palm in,
pointing forward); working "N"
hand (palm in, pointing forward)
mimes tapping top of egg twice.

RABBIT

BABY ANIMAL

FLOWERS

"N" hands (palms forward, pointing up) at either side of head,
fingers
flex
forwards
and
straighten.

Make appropriate animal sign with
hunched shoulders; then cupped
hands (palms in, pointing up) a
little apart in front of chest.

Working bunched hand (palm
back, pointing up) held under the
nose, waves from side to side.
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Signs of New Life
In spite of cold snaps, Spring which began in March really gets under way in
April, with baby animals and birds emerging and a profusion of flowers
blooming. There's also the celebration of Easter, and we've provided what is
probably the most popular sign in the whole vocabulary – chocolate!
Signing is a simple way of reinforcing a verbal message, and in most cases
there is a visual connection between the sign and the concept being
conveyed. By using signs consistently a link can be established with the
words and the whole communication process becomes easier and the world
becomes a more interesting place.
Signalong has the largest illustrated sign vocabulary in Britain, adapted
from British Sign Language for the needs and abilities of children and adults
with speech, language and communication needs.
Signalong is made accessible by its approach to how the signs are formed,
analysing them for handshape, orientation, placement an movement,
supporting the descriptions with clear line drawings. This method enables
families and practitioners to produce accurate signs relevant to their
situation. Special vocabularies can be compiled on request.
The Signalong Group is a charity (no 1039788) which provides resources,
training and free advice, and readily works with others in the field to
promote communication skills for children an adults with speech, language
and communication needs.
Training is provided both directly by the charity and through its
national network of registered tutors. For information about courses, or
becoming a trainer, please contact Sarah on 0845 450 8424, email
sbissett@signalong.org.uk.
For information about Signalong resources please go to our website at
www.signalong.org.uk or call 0845 450 8422 to request a catalogue

charity no 1039788

